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Sussy Cazalet (b.1983) is a British artist based between Norfolk and London, whose textile works are characterised by 
bold patterns layered in blocks of warm colour, a departure from more traditional designs and muted palettes typically 
associated with tapestry. 

An early-born obsession with medieval tapestries and more recently Alexander Calder’s wall hangings led Cazalet on 
a path through India and Africa in search of master weavers, establishing relationships with local female-based 
collectives who have time and again translated and manifested her endless watercolour studies into woven art 
pieces. Over the past 4 years, Cazalet has worked closely with her weavers, developing a unique set of dyes and 
techniques individual to her bold yet controlled style.  

Cazalet utilises traditional techniques, such as flat loom weaving and organic dyeing, selecting natural fibres and 
hand weaving to bring her tapestries into being. Her works not only pay homage to the rich history of tapestry but 
also point towards its exciting potential. The distinctive colour scheme of her tapestries, the rich array of hot 
terracottas and burnt siennas express Cazalet’s affinity with the heat of the sun and the associated madness, yet 
tempered with linear tightness and geometry, "an attempt to calm the chaos.” 

Cazalet studied interior architecture at Parsons NYC and worked with art directors in fashion & theatre, followed by a 
career in interior & furniture design. 

Dancing Through Waves & Water, 2023. Hand-woven silk and wool tapestry,  210 x 300 cm, edition of 3
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Selected 
Exhibitions

2024  NOMAD art fair, Stand G10 Tristan Hoare Gallery, St. Moritz, Switzerland 

2023  Kyoto Sun, Tristan Hoare Gallery, London, UK  

Collaborations 2021  Collaboration with PINCH 

Press   2023  Floor Fillers: 26 Of The Best Area Rugs, in British Vogue  

2022  Sussy Cazalet on designing rugs and wall hangings. «Rothko-meets-Mondrian-
meets-Klimt», in Lampoon 

2021  Issue 09, in Design Anthology UK  

Issue 63, in Cover  

Seven new rug collections we’re excited about this autumn, in House & Garden 

Decoration Special, in the World of Interiors 

London Design Festival 2021 - what not to miss during LDF, in Living etc: 
Modern Home Design and Style 

Creative Thinking, in Home & Gardens  

Wahre Augenweiden, in Architectural Digest 

Nine Female Designers that should be on your radar, in Elle Decoration 

2020  Sussy Cazalet’s beautiful debut rug collection is one to know about, in House & 
Garden 

These Two New Collections of Art Carpets Started Out As Actual Paintings, in 
Sight Unseen 

Designs for all, in ES Magazine 

2017  Behind the Scenes At Sussy Cazalet’s Studio and Home, Design Interior, Ignant 

From furniture and interior design to even and art direction, Sussy Cazalet’s 
Modernist sensibility and 360-degree approach are turning heads, in AnOther 

2014  Style and Substance: Sussy Cazalet, in The Telegraph: Luxury  

Education Interior Architecture at Parsons NYC


